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Power system optimal scheduling is an effective method for decreasing the power 
generation cost, improving the electric power quality, and ensuring the reliability and 
security of power generation. It is a complicated nonlinear and nonconvex 
optimization problem for the limitation of nonlinear constraints and containing of 
both discrete and continuous variables. Quantities of algorithms are proposed to find 
an optimal solution for the problem. The traditional algorithms mostly depend on the 
differentiability of mathematical model of optimization problems, which constitute 
the main obstacle when applying for engineering project. Unlike the traditional 
algorithm, heuristic algorithm behaves excellently while solving the power system 
optimal scheduling problem for its simple principle, fast running speed and advantage 
to handle the complex constraints. However, heuristic algorithm usually enhances its 
ability to search the global optimal solution through increasing the size of population, 
which is unacceptable for the power system optimal scheduling for the time cost.  
A small population based differential evolution (DE) algorithm is presented to 
accelerate the speed for solving the power system optimal scheduling. The small 
population based DE algorithm makes full use of the CPU by dividing one process 
large population based population DE algorithm into multi-process small population 
based DE algorithm, which has been achieved through the MPI parallel program 
design. A self-learning based parameter adaptation measurement is used to find proper 
scaling factor and crossover factor for the DE algorithm to avoid premature 
convergence because of unfit control parameters. What’s more, a migration operation 
is also applied for the reason that the small DE population algorithm may sink into 
local optima and be not able to jump out local optima traps. The migration operation 
will initial the population around the best individual randomly while the aggregation 
of the population reaches the upper bound of tolerance, and it will increase the 
diversity of the population and improve the ability for later searching.  
Furthermore, this paper proposed mathematical models for short-term 
hydrothermal and micro-grid optimal scheduling separately. The mathematical model 
of hydrothermal power system aims at minimizing the fuel cost of thermal units while 
satisfying several constraints such as the limited storage capacity of water reservoirs, 
the stochastic nature of water inflow, water transport delay between the cascaded 
















power generation of the thermal and hydro units. The mathematical model of 
micro-grid power system is supposed to minimizing the power generation cost while 
satisfying the physical limitation of the distributed generators, the power balance of 
the system and other constraints. 
The small population based DE algorithm is applied for three classical 
hydrothermal power systems without considering the power flow constraint and the 
transmission network topology, and the numerical result show the effectiveness of the 
algorithm. Then, the algorithm is adopt to solve the optimization problem of the 
hydrothermal power system based on IEEE nine buses test system and IEEE thirty 
nine buses test system with the power flow constraint, as well as the optimization 
problem of micro-grid power system based on IEEE nine buses test system. 
Finally, two management systems are built for the hydrothermal power system 
and micro-grid power system separately based on the proposed mathematical model 
and algorithm. The optimal power generation schedule could be obtained through the 
management system and minimize the power generation cost. 
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(Simulated annealing algorithm，简记为 SA)[1-3]、遗传算法(genetic algorithm，简
记为 GA)[4-7]、神经网络优化算法(neural network algorithm)[8-11]、蚁群算法(ant 
colony algorithm)[12-14]、粒子群算法(particle swarm optimal algorithm，简记为
PSO)[15-17]、差分进化算法(differential evolution algorithm，简记为 DE)[18-20]等。此
外，一些新提出的启发式算法也被用于求解复杂优化问题，并获得了较好的效果，
包括引力搜索算法(gravitational search algorithm)[21-23]，基于生物地理学优化算法
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